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Originally intended to replace the company's iconic , the combined the power, poise, and
handling of a sports car with the refinement, comfort, and equipment of a luxury sedan. Porsche
executives believed such a flagship would have wider appeal than the compact By the late s
Porsche had firmly established itself as a manufacturer of high-performance sports cars.
Executives, including owner Ferdinand Porsche , were beginning to consider adding a luxury
touring car to the line-up due to the need of a car using less fuel and being more usable in the
wake of the s oil crisis. Managing director Ernst Fuhrmann was pressuring Ferdinand to
approve development of the new model due to concerns that the then-current flagship model,
the , was reaching the limits of its potential. Fuhrmann believed that the future of the company
relied upon grand touring cars with conventional engines rather than unconventional sports
cars. Slumping sales of the in the mids seemed to confirm that the model was approaching the
end of its economic life cycle. This would set it apart from the , with its relatively spartan interior
and true sports car performance. The targets were that the car had to compete on par with
offerings from Mercedes-Benz and BMW while also being successful in the United States,
Porsche's main market at the time. Ordered by Ferdinand Porsche to design a
production-feasible concept for the new model, Fuhrmann initiated a design study in ,
eventually yielding the which was the first clean sheet design by the company for its own
model; the had evolved from the Volkswagen Beetle , the was an evolution of the , the was a
joint effort intended as a replacement for the Volkswagen Karmann Ghia and , and the was the
result of abandoned project by Volkswagen and Audi. Several drivetrain layouts were
considered during early development, including rear and mid-engine designs , but most were
dismissed because of technical and legislative difficulties. Having the engine, transmission,
catalytic converter s and exhaust all cramped into a small rear engine bay made emission and
noise control difficult which were the problems Porsche had with the After deciding that the
mid-engine layout did not allow enough room in the passenger compartment, a front-engine,
rear-wheel drive layout was chosen. Porsche may have feared that the U. The Porsche board
objected as this move would give rise to a rumour of a new with a front-mounted six cylinder
engine, but also it is theorized that the board wanted to maintain some distance from the
Volkswagen group. The resulting all-alloy M28 engine has multiple unusual features. Its bore
spacing is mm, and uses thick aluminium cylinder barrels, hence the lower displacement. The
engine was designed for air flow first, thus the spark plugs are located at the top of the head.
The four-bolt bearings are sizeable and are fed oil via grooves in the bottom surface of the
block. The oil and water pumps are driven by the timing belt, and the design of the engine
allows for sufficient air flow with a low bonnet. The first two running prototypes of Porsche's
M28 V8 used one four-barrel carburetor for initial testing. Actual production cars employed the
planned Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection system. When increasing concern within the company
over price and availability of fuel during the oil crisis of the s became an issue of contention,
smaller engines were considered in the interest of fuel economy. A push began for the
development of a 3. Both sides finally settled on a 4. The finished car debuted at the Geneva
Motor Show before going on sale later that year as a model. Although it won early acclaim for its
comfort, power and futuristic design, sales were slow. Base prices were much higher than that
of the previous range-topping model and the 's front-engined, water-cooled design alienated
many Porsche purists. Fuhrmann's replacement, Peter Schutz, decided that the models should
be sold side by side, feeling that the still had potential in the company's line-up. Although it
never sold in the numbers Fuhrmann envisioned, the developed an avid following and had an
year production run. The featured a large, front-mounted and water-cooled V8 engine driving the
rear wheels. Originally displacing 4. Porsche upgraded the engine from mechanical to electronic
fuel injection in for US models, although power remained the same. This design marked a major
change in direction for Porsche started with the introduction of the in , whose cars had until
then used only rear- or mid-mounted air-cooled flat engines with four or six cylinders. Although
it weighed more than the difficult-to-handle , its more neutral weight balance and higher power
output gave it similar performance on the track. The was regarded as the more relaxing car to
drive at the time. It came with either a five-speed dog leg manual transmission , or a
Mercedes-Benz -derived automatic transmission , originally with three speeds, with four-speed
from in North America and in other markets. It had a substantial luggage area accessed via a
large hatchback. The new polyurethane elastic bumpers were integrated into the nose and tail
and covered in body-coloured plastic; an unusual feature for the time that aided the car visually
and reduced its drag. Another unusual feature were the pop-up headlamps which were based on
the units found on the Lamborghini Miura and were integrated into the front wings. Both rear
seats could be folded down to enlarge the luggage area, and both the front and rear seats had
sun visors for occupants. The rear seats are small due to the prominent transmission hump and
have very little leg room; they are only suitable for adults on very short trips or children. The

was also the first vehicle in which the instrument cluster moved along with the adjustable
steering wheel in order to maintain maximum instrument visibility. The included several other
features such as the " Weissach Axle ", a simple rear-wheel steering system that provides
passive rear-wheel steering to increase stability while braking during a turn, and an unsleeved,
silicon alloy engine block made of aluminium, which reduced weight and provided a highly
durable cylinder bore. This is regarded as proof of how advanced the was, compared to its
contemporaries. Styling was the same in both and , with the body lacking both front and rear
spoilers. From in North America through , front and rear spoilers were present on "S" models,
rear spoilers being integrated into the hatch. From through , the front spoiler was integrated
into the nose and the rear spoiler became a separated wing rather than an integrated piece, and
side skirts were added. The rear tail-light configuration was also different from previous models.
GTS models had wider rear fenders added to give more room for 9-inch wide wheels. Another
easily noticeable visual difference between versions is the style of the wheels. Early s had inch
or inch "phone dial"-style wheels, while most s s had inch slotted "flat disc" wheels, CSs, SEs
and GTs had inch "Club Sport" wheels, later GTs had inch "Design 90" style wheels which were
also option on same period S4s shared with the as well , the GTS used two variations of the
inch "CUP" wheels. Porsche introduced a refreshed S into the European market in model year,
although it was summer of and MY before the model reached North America. Externally, the S
wore new front and rear spoilers and sported wider wheels and tires than the older variant, but
the main change for the S was under the hood, where a revised 4. From to , the S model was
called S2 in United Kingdom. These cars used Bosch LH-Jetronic fuel injection system and
purely electronic Bosch ignition, the same systems used on the later valve cars, though without
the pollution controls. Due to low grade fuel, the valve low compression S engine was made for
Australian market in the model year. It had a 9. As the faster European model was not available
in the United States and Canada during the first three years of its existence, a "Competition
Group" option was created to allow North American customers to have an S model lookalike
with front and rear spoilers, inch flat disc wheels, sport seats, sport springs and Bilstein Shock
Absorbers. Customers could specify paint and interior colours the same way as on a normal
Two cars were made in the late model year for U. The package was officially available in and
model years and was canceled in when the S model became available for these markets. Many
cars have had S model features added by subsequent owners, making original "Competition
Group" cars difficult to distinguish without checking option codes. In the model year, two
special models were available for different markets. Unusual features were champagne gold
metallic paint, matching brushed gold flat disc wheels, two-tone leather interior, a plaque
containing the production number on the dash and the extremely collectible three-piece
Porsche luggage set. It's believed these cars were not made with S spoilers even though these
were available in U. The "Weissach Edition" option was also available for the US market for the
model year and for the model year. This model is also sometimes referred to as the "Ferry
Porsche Edition" because his signature was embroidered into the front seats. It featured meteor
metallic paint and was fitted with flat disc wheels, wine red leather and special striped fabric
seat centers. Similar and specials were also made for world markets. Porsche updated the North
American S for , replacing the 4. Seats were also updated to a new style, these cars are
sometimes unofficially called S3 to distinguish them from valve "S" models. European models
kept a 4. In , revised suspension settings, larger brakes with 4-piston callipers and modified
exhaust system was available on the S, marking the final changes to old body style cars. These
were straight from the S4, which was slated to debut a few months later. These changes came
starting from VIN , which means that the first thousand cars had the old brakes, but later cars
had this equipment available. The S4 variant debuted in the second half of as a model, an
updated version of the 5. S4 was much closer to being a truly world car than previous models
as only major differences for North American models were instrumentation in either kilometers
or miles, lighting, front and rear bumper shocks and the availability of catalytic converters in
many other markets. Even this was achieved without engine changes. This model was the toned
down version of the factory prototype which had a lightened body. Also in , the factory made
five white lightweight S4 models with a manual transmission for racecar drivers who were on
their payroll at the time Derek Bell, Jochen Mass, Hans Stuck, Bob Wollek and Jacky Ickx. These
were close to same as later actual Club Sport models and can also be considered prototypes for
it. An SE sometimes called the S4 Sport due to model designation on rear bumper , a sort of
halfway point between a normally equipped S4 and the more race-oriented Club Sport, became
available for the UK market. It's generally believed that these cars have more power than the
usual S4. Some of them had stronger, short ratio manual transmission. The automatic
transmission was not available for this model. For the model year, a visible change inside was
digital trip computer in the dashboard. In terms of equipment, the GT was like the SE, having

more equipment than a Club Sport model but less than a S4 to keep the weight down somewhat.
This system is much like the one from the flagship and gives the vehicle even more grip on the
track. In , the S4 was no longer available with a manual transmission. The S4 and GT variants
halted production at the end of the model year, making way for the final version of the The GTS
was available for sale in late as a model in Europe and in spring of as an early model in North
America. Changed bodywork , larger front brakes and a new, more powerful 5. This severely
hampered sales despite the model's high competency and long standard equipment list. Total
worldwide production for all years was a little over 61, cars. Second-hand models' value
decreased as a result of high maintenance costs due to spare parts that are expensive to
manufacture. Many parts suppliers and enthusiast networks exist, especially in the United
States, Germany and the UK. The evolution of the during its 18 years of production was quite
subtle. The tables below show the major differences, which were made to the nose, tail, interior,
engine, and wheels. All production numbers are approximate figures collected from several
sources. Porsche hasn't published actual numbers. Cars with higher production number than or
exist. Most were Australian and Japanese models. GT production started in around February
The Porsche was a special edition presented by the company as a gift to Ferry Porsche on his
75th birthday in Three years later, in , the lengthened that had been presented to the company's
founder on his 75th birthday turned up as a "Feasibility Study", now with a second rather
narrow set of doors , apparently opening in the same way as the suicide doors seen on the later
Mazda RX In Porsche together with tuning company AMG made a few long wheelbase specials.
Unlike the , these had normal headlights. ASC was later partly responsible for manufacturing
Porsche S2 cabriolets. Porsche's Racing Department never officially entered or prepared a
racing for a pure works entry. Only once Porsche decided to make it obvious to the enthusiasts
that they usually tended to underrate the racing genes of the In order not to offend sensibilities
of their traditional customers by openly challenging them with a Works GTR offering, Porsche
asked Max Moritz Racing, their longtime private racing partner from next door Reutlingen to
enter a GTR Cup as a 'semi-works' car. The car was officially entered by
Porsche-Club-Schwaben. Lagaay reports that the car was very competitive and able to hold
most Cup GTs down, although the engine was no more than fine-tuned after having been
chosen from a set of high power output specimen in Weissach. In the last race of the season at
Hockenheim a crank-bearing ran dry. As the car was supposed to race in as well, it was made
ready to continue its successful competition in the season. A fresh engine was installed,
selected from the same lot of high output engines and tuned as before. In Porsche's production
came to an end, and the car consequently was not raced in the new season. The late Max Moritz
himself then added the car to his collection of historic vehicles. For the 24 hours of Daytona ,
Porsche sent one of its experimental "All-aluminium" S to the Brumos Racing Team to be
prepared with specific instruction not to modify the car in any way. Porsche wanted to promote
the performance of the to North America. During practice for the hour race the drivers found the
car to be somewhat unstable on the high banks of Daytona and wanted to add a rear wing to the
car; Porsche denied the request. The Brumos team tinkered with the suspension set up to make
the car more stable. The car finished in 15th overall and 4th in the GTO class. One driver stated
in an interview later on, that were it not for a lengthy pit stop to fix some body damage, they
would have finished in the top 5 overall. The car was then returned to Porsche and is now in the
Porsche Museum. The same car also competed in k races at Spa, Brands Hatch and Silverstone
in , but with little success. It has been rumored that the Raymond Boutinaud S was also an
"all-aluminium" car from Porsche but that has been unfounded. This would turn That made 's S4
the fastest non-turbocharged production car in the world. Carl Fausett set the current world
record as the fastest Porsche in recorded history. Fausett placed third in the Open Division in
both and again in , where he was also the fastest 2WD car. Today the entire Pikes Peak Highway
has been paved. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The engines had
significant changes so they were given different engine codes while having the same
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Grand tourer S. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Porsche Boxster Last year, as the second-generation Porsche
Panamera began arriving in dealer showrooms, its spiritual predecessor, the Porsche ,
celebrated its 40th anniversary. The is a unique car that was in many ways significantly ahead

of its time. Even today, it invokes many oohs and aaahs when one rolls through town. And for
many, it served as a poster child for many people's dream car, particularly for those who grew
up in the s. Here are seven facts we learned about the original Porsche and what made it
special, aside from being Porsche's second-ever front-engine vehicle and the company's
first-ever front-engine V-8 automobile. It was originally meant to replace the By the mid-late s,
Porsche was increasingly seeing the as a car that was nearing the end of its evolution. The ,
along with the entry-level , were supposed to herald a new era of front-engine, rear-drive
Porsches that would feel easier and more modern to drive. In fact, the was seen as the brand's
flagship product, ahead of even the mighty series Turbo. We all know how things shaped up in
the end: The is still extant in the lineup today, while ended production more than two decades
ago. It was the fastest naturally aspirated production vehicle in the world. He went on to clock in
the flying mile at Later that year, the S4 supposedly went on to run a plus mph top speed at
Italy's famed Nardo top-speed ring. It was a Hollywood star. The 's futuristic design and status
as a luxury vehicle for the eccentric jetset garnered it a fair share of screen time. It was the star
car in several classic big screen hits of the s, including "Weird Science," "Risky Business," and
"Scarface," which is also one of the reasons why the Porsche became an icon and an
enthusiast's dream. The GTS is most desirable variant. Offered from to , the GTS received a
revised V-8 that was bored and stroked to a 5. The result was an output of horsepower and a
mph time below 6 seconds. With sales already at their lowest point due to the model's age,
Porsche only sent examples of the GTS to the U. Most s were equipped with automatics. It might
seem backwards to put an automatic in a Porsche, especially one from the s or s. But the
manual in the was not at all a shining moment. I n the example I drove , it functioned as if it was
lifted from a Volkswagen Bus instead of a Porsche thoroughbred. Even when the was new, the
automotive press noted that its manual was not a particular strong suit and, as a result, the
automatic was the way to go. Further reason to delete the third pedal is to emphasize the
effortless, luxury grand touring persona of the It makes extensive use of aluminum and
galvanized steel. The Porsche was one of the earliest production cars to utilize aluminum
throughout its construction. Along with the weight reduction, aluminum also means the
Porsche is resistant to rust. Additionally, rust-resistant galvanized steel was employed for the
floor pans, roof, and rear quarter panels. There's actually a saying in Porsche enthusiast land
that if you see a with extensive rust, run in the other direction as something really bad clearly
happened during its life. The set the stage for early passive rear-wheel steering systems. Not
only does the 's transmission sit at the back for better weight distribution, but the transaxle is
home to one of the 's signature features: the famed Weissach axle. Its purpose is to increase
the amount of cornering grip and stability by eliminating the toe-out tendency caused by
mid-corner throttle lifts. The Weissach axle is one of the earliest passive rear-wheel steering
setups and a precursor to active rear-wheel and even four-wheel steering systems. Other
manufacturers adopted similar setups, including Mazda for its second-generation RX7. Close
Ad. Chris Chin writer, photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. And since America was Porsche's
biggest market, higher-ups reasoned it was only a matter of time before such restrictions
hampered the sales appeal of their By developing an entirely new Porsche, one with all the
latest federal regulations already incorporated, Porsche hoped to meet the new standards head
on. In the meantime, if the Stuttgart company had to kill the because of such standards, it would
be prepared to transition. Engineers were given free rein to "invent" the newest Porsche, and
plans for the began in October , with a basic design finalized in And what a design it was,
especially within the walls of a company that had in its year history built nothing but cars with a
small engine placed behind the driver. But if America was the target market, a front-engined,
rear-wheel-drive V8 Grand Touring car certainly made sense. The debuted in March at the
Geneva Auto Show, and while Porsche purists bristled at the thought of such a pedestrian
layout, the new car received much acclaim. At the time, design head Tony Lapine stated that "a
car which is liked immediately will not hold up over time. The body made use of collapsible
polyurethane pieces over front and rear hidden bumpers, with aluminum doors, hood, and front
fenders, and steel for the remaining panels. Though now commonplace, at the time, trying to
coat such differing materials with a uniform paint job was a feat of ingenuity. Beneath the
handsome and complicated skin lay an advanced and well-balanced powertrain. A degree,
all-aluminum, valve, 4. Suspension was fully independent all around, and Porsche worked hard
to perfect the 's rear suspension, which would allow it to accommodate over-aggressive drivers
without the erratic tendencies of snap oversteer. The resulting "Weissach Axle" was an
engineering breakthrough, a multi-link setup that made the one of the best handlers in the
world. And it could move, too, with 0 to 60 mph coming in just over 7 seconds, with a top speed
over mph. By the time the 4. Displacement, power, and top speed increased as production

continued, with a 5. A S4 debuted in , now with hp, and a GT entered the fold in , complete with
a limited-slip differential and available only with a 5-speed. It featured freshened bodywork and
a bigger 5. By this time, the had practically disappeared from the American market. Sales had
fallen dramatically, and Porsche redoubled its efforts on the , which had weathered the
regulatory storm mostly unscathed. In all nearly 61, s were built during the car's year tenure.
Even by today's standards, it is a competent, comfortable GT, and a well-sorted one will offer
plenty of high-speed thrills over continental distances. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The
values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed
value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the
value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy,
please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. Where's the rear engine? Where's the air cooling? That's a shame,
because the good doctor would doubtless be proud of this new S. Sports cars necessarily have
smaller payloads than sedans, but for this reason they can be more fuel-efficient and be
designed for higher speeds. Jet aircraft have replaced ocean liners and trains for long-distance
travel; people drive cars instead of riding bicycles; and even bicycles are faster than they used
to be. By the speediness criterion, the Porsche S is a substantial improvement over its
predecessor. Top speed is up 10 mph, to We also tested the automatic version, and its
performance is similarly improved. The automatic's 0-to and quarter-mile times now match
those of last year's five-speed, and its top speed is up 10 mph, to These are amazing figures for
a car with extremely tall, fuel-economy-oriented gearing and more than enough power to break
the tires loose at low speeds. Credit for the improvements belongs to the new 5. With bhp, it's a
hefty 54 bhp stouter than the previous 's 4. Although the pound-foot peak occurs at a relatively
low rpm, more than pounds-feet is on hand from to over rpm. Most 5. As the company credo
goes, fuel efficiency is important to the transportation function and should never be sacrificed,
not even for higher performance. Not only can the driver effortlessly dial up just about any
speed he desires, but the tall gearing and the broad output offer several alternatives to how he
goes about his business. Or one can remain exclusively in fifth from about 30 mph and still
outpace most traffic. Since the 's shift linkage is still not a strong point, this approach is quite
attractive. Or one can specify the four-speed automatic, which always seems ready to transform
the engine's plentiful power into blinding speed, requiring only an effortless touch on the
accelerator. Despite the additional camshafts, valves, and output, the new S engine is no more
obtrusive than its predecessor. This doesn't mean that it's totally isolated from the occupants,
for, like most German cars, the S doesn't try to deny the fact that it is machinery. The whine of
the cam drives, the tap of the hydraulic tappets, the rush of the gases flowing through the intake
and exhaust systems, the hum of the various shafts and gears-all blend together to sing the
muted song of a happy mechanism. One would expect this song to be louder when one sees
how stuffed with hardware the S is. Every nook and cranny under the hood is filled with engine,
leading us to speculate that the assembly must somehow be cast in place. The bulky
powerplant forces the front suspension to be positioned so low that it occasionally drags the
ground. In back, the spare-tire well, the battery, the transaxle, and a huge muffler occupy every
inch of available space. The S's spinal column contains a torque tube and big-bore exhaust
plumbing. With so much of its volume full of machinery, it's no wonder that the S has little room
for its occupants. The front-seat passengers have sufficient space, but anyone banished to the
rear seats will want to have some means of forcing the front occupants into close proximity with
the dashboard. Luggage space is also in critically short supply. The two primary occupants are
well coddled, however. The all-enveloping, cocoon-like interior is still as attractive in as it was at
the car's introduction in This year, the major addition is a new set of power seats as standard
equipment. Each front bucket has two four-way switches on its outside flank to control from
and rear height, fore-and-aft position, and backrest angle. The bottom cushions are a half-inch
lower than before, providing more headroom, and the side bolsters are significantly larger.
There is additional lateral support, and it is indeed appreciated, partly because it comes with no
loss in comfort. These seats are cushy enough to provide a soft initial sit-down, yet supportive
enough for pleasant all-day runs. In short, the S's seating is exactly what one expects in a
serious transportation tool. One also expects superior handling and come to relish over the
years. In everyday roadholding, and the does not disappoint. No suspension changes were
made to accommodate the increased power, because none were necessary. European s have
been operating at similar power levels for several years, and chassis tuning has been the same
here and there for some time. Thus the new has the satisfying and uncanny combination of
straight-line stability and instant responsiveness that we've come to relish over the years. In
everyday driving, its suspension does a nice job of communicating pertinent tire-to-road
information while blocking the transmittal of most pavement imperfections. When the road gets

seriously twisty, the S seems to become smaller and lighter on its feet. It's supremely
controllable with either the steering or the throttle in hard corners and any decent driver can
use its impressive 0. The braking system is also reassuring, thanks to linear performance,
well-proportioned front-to-rear balance, and excellent modulation. These characteristics
contribute to the S's ability to stop from 70 mph in just feet. Perhaps even more impressive is
the brake system's ability to absorb the energy of triple-digit speeds without fading or emitting
any disconcerting squeals, groans, or odors. The only thing missing is the anti-lock system
standard on European Ss. In the design of a versatile, high-speed transportation device, no
aspect of p
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erformance can be overlooked. Without its strong brakes, for example, the 's strong engine
could not be fully exploited to provide faster and better transportation. Porsche espoused this
attitude, and we. But if your taste in very fast cars runs toward the functional rather than the
spectacular, you'll be hard pressed to find a better deal than the one available at your
neighborhood Porsche store. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp Torque: lb-ft New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. From the May issue of Car and Driver. More Sports Cars. Expand Collapse. This content
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